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AARC & AART- LIGHT 2018 

 

AARC-Light or AART Light are ideal platforms for teams who want to get a first taste of this 
international series 

50% REDUCTION on the FULL SEASON ENTRY FEE, a calendar of only 4 rallies and noteworthy 
REDUCTIONS on ENTRY FEES for the single events make these series even more ACCESSIBLE 

and ATTRACTIVE!  
 

1. RALLIES – AARC/AART - LIGHT: 
One event per nation, taking place in Slovenia, Croatia, Italy and Austria will be valid for the series. 
 

1. Rally VIPAVSKA DOLINA (SI)  20/21. April 120 KM 
2. MURAUER Rallysprint (A)  18/19. May   74 KM 
3. Rally INA DELTA (HR)   08/09. June 150 KM 
4. Rally Valli della CARNIA(I)  07/08. July   90 KM 

 
ATTENTION-Alternative events are possible: If a team cannot take part in the event in Italy due to the fuel 
tank safety regulations, the NÖ-Rallye (28/29.09.) or Dobersberg Rallye (19/20.10. 2018) may be nominated as 
alternative events. The alternative event must be communicated to the AARC-Organisation in due time so the 
rally can be valid for the overall classification! 
 

2. CLASSIFICATION - LIGHT:  
The AARC/AART-regulations are valid for the Light-Series alike. The competitors of the LIGHT-Series will be 
entered in the same classes as the competitors from the international standard AARC/AART series. 
There will be a separate classification for the AARC/AART-LIGHT competitors.  
 

3. ENTRY FEE - LIGHT: 
Due to the entry fee reduction by 50% which amounts to €200 (AARC-Light) and €300 (AART-Light) newcomers 
and teams with a smaller budget have the possibility to have a more economic start into the series. 
Please add „LIGHT“ to the entry form. 
 

4. PRIZE MONEY and ENTRY FEE-REDUCTIONS for AARC/AART-LIGHT: 
There will be trophies for the Top 3-Finishers according to the 2018 AARC/AART regulations. 
The prize money as per regulations 2018 do not apply!  
The entry fee reductions for the single rallies according to the 2018 AARC/AART-Regulations remain in 
place!  
 


